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Spatiai 'tames of Beference

Q

'The ambiguity of Spatial relationS is not usually a
-

source ff diTficulle in - interpreting language.ii context.

2

Yet the reliability with which adults interpret spatial ex-

pressiont that aria inherently aabiguqus is surprng when
'

4-,

one considers. the range of possible interpretations. Adults

teLd to agree, for example, wherg the atop" of an object is

rresPective of its orientation, And.irrebpectiVe of its
1

Ossession Wan intrinsically marked top. In deciding on an_

interpretation Adults appear tebase theSe ludgments on a

.number of featuxes of the linguistic expression. But hay do

children interpret ambiguous spatial descriptions? Do. they

4.notice the ambiguity? And di) their resolutions rely upon

the same features` as do those of adults? Theseare.the

questions addressed in the present study.

The representation of .spatial relations is assumed to

be based on a propositional structure that is assigned to a

.d Spl'ay,, having the_ fork :
ta.

ti

Rresagate(referent,Kelatum)

This formalism, adopted from Miller and Johnson-Laird

(1976), identifies three critical)featurds of a spatial de-
.

*,

scription. P-The referent is the object being related (or lo-
t

cated in space), the,subject of the sentence in ,natural Ian-

cluage,, and as such, is esseatially unbounded. The relatus

is the, frame of reference from which the expression is con-

structed. Spatial desctiptl.ons, being relational, must to
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,_specific to a point of view, which in the present notation,

is given_ by the relatum. t' Further, the pOssible "telati for

3

- spatial expressions can. be considered in terms of about fonr

categoiies - egos, objects,-abserverse and environments.

ally, the predicate is the spatial concept that describes

the relationship between the referent and. the relatum. In

language, these are the terms of the spatial lexicon, but

the, spatial, predicates Are by.na means confined to those

concepts which and explicitly marked in language. Elf.

where, Olson and Bialystok (1984) have illustrated the ways

in which these three constituents of the proposition are in-
.(

volved in the representation of spatial displays and the

transformation of spatial descriptions in problem solving by

6

both children and adults.

The problem of ambiguity arises When the relatua of the

-spatial expression is a featured object vbich.is misaligned

from its normal orientation, since the refere'nce frame may'

. be interpreted either in terms of the intrinsic. features of
, -

the' object (object relatua) or the Idaation of that object

'in space environmental or ego relatum) (Clark, 1973; Har-

ris, 19.77; glider E Johlison-Laird4 1976; Rock, 1973; Rosser,
A

1483) . ,The propositional expression for "Stand in front of

the house', for example, takes the fora:

in front (you, house).
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If the internal stfucture of the NhoUseqabiect rklatui) de

fines the meaning, then-the designated location is at the

. t front door; if the position of the house relative to th

°speaker is considered ;ego relatus) then the desigeateki Po--

osition is the sidenearest thelspeakere'even if ii is in the

back yard. The refatu itself, the honse, has not changed,

but the functio of that relatum in terms of the infe4re-
i

, . ,

tiveAcategories, that-is, objedt.or.ego, has changed, and

that change results in edifferent solution to the sentence

meaning.

'This described ambiguity, vrile. most obvious in the

featured-object, is also observed in the unf9atured object.
a * "

Hill, (108) a-crosp-cultural study, found that in some

culk,ures adults would select fro t as a position which cor-

responded to4the direction they were facing, that is by

chbosing a position as if.th featured° pbject was in a
1.4

tandem position with they where its front was on the oppo-

site side to that which -faced they. Adults from a western

culture were more likely to 'se'lect front as the .side which

faced them. 'Within groups the selection is remarkably-con-

sistent Abka iai (1982) found the most in6onsis-

eency aangst adults gg4
f,

placements of 'in front's.

to non- featured items in

Since adults do not usually get erftised about such

sentences; there are undoubtedly conventional means for di-
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saml?iguation. The three possible sources of disambiguation

ace the three:constituents of the preposition, that is, the
41.

predicate, the referent, and the relatuay. The kylootheipts is
that each of these constituents contribute to the interpre-

t4tion ot the spatial expression..in t!iat typical valiles are

5

assigned to each. Thaso.the inteepretation of a description

I

sUch as "Stand in front of the'house" depends upcn'an evalu-
v:

ation of each of the preeltermsin the proposition. To

what extent, then' do children`systematially ise these

three sources of information to,interpref spatial descri

Vis

- The development of-the ability 'to uSe different types

of relata,' s ecific`ally allocentric (object or observer) ,and:

egocentric (ego or en$irouaent) has ten studied by a number

of rosearchers.ikk basic claim often made is that these twd

pesrspectives are ordered, in that the egocentric one is ac-

guijedptior- to the allocentric or (Acredolo, )981; Kuczaj

& Maratsos, 197'5). Opefhtibnally, this is What Eiaget and

flflihelder '(0956) mean by, oegocentrise,'and development in

theit terms in elves gradually mdecenteringl n order to usOF

the allocentric alternative ler and Johnson-L'aird

(1976) concur with Cassirer (1923) that the ft,goilceptaal dare

of sece originates` wits the body c9ndeptn (Miller & John-

son-Laird, 1976, p.394). They go on to argue, however, that
1%

there is no evidence-that one of these two perspectives,
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whicli they call deictic apdsintrinsice is-actually mastered

first. Others, too,, have distinguished these two perspec-

tives without Coamitting themselves to the developaental

primacy 'of the egocentgic code (Braine & Eder, 1983; Harris,

1977; Tanz, 19805:- In these-accounts, the mature pApbles-:
r

solver is-cable to accoaaodate loth as viable alternatives.
#

-some prOblems, in fact, appear to be scilvei iy, children in

terms of an allocentric object code where'addlts; would ordi-
..

warily use an echo code (Btyant, 1974i.

Little evidence is 4vailableron deyelOpmental changes

", in children's interprotation of ,asbrguous allocentric ex-

,001* pressions. Some studies show children us ing .the object- re:-
.r-

sated code prior to the ego-related code ,to ,find the front

of featured tobjects, but these, studies tended to :ignore the

ambiguity and considered unexpected ,respontes as errors

(Clams, 1980; Zuczaj S Baratsos, 1975;. Levine 8 Carey,

1982)., Other evidence, however, suggests-that children's

interpretations of objects in the iorld are probably at

least as much governed by-their ette0.ences with those ob-
.

jects as by t eir a*str:ct knowledge'of.sttucture (e.g., E.

Clark, 1973) thus fit may4b'e that whether the, child decides

that.the top of an object is at the intrinsic top or at az

envfronmentally-determined spatial top may well depend upon

what the object is and what'Drientations a-d experiences the

child associates with that.dbject.. Spatial .biguity in
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`terms of the 'relatum, then, may be resolved by children
,

pragmaticallis.

TheTreferent ot a spatial expression may also be rele-'.

7

11

va t to. assigning imeanIng. The referen can specify one

of two
'11.

kinds oespatial. descriptidiS -. iinetztill, in whillb
N ,

,

,the referent is a part of the felatum (the eyes-are at. t4he
0

ft

k

top of the or Igjation#1, in which the referent is

another 'object related to the relatua (the hat is on top ,of

the head) (Olson SI Bialystbk,-1063). This Sifterence biases
,c)

the interpretation-of the relatft. For a structural dis-

. . INilY the, relatum is tore likely to be considered in terms

of its intrinsic properties, making it fudction as an,db-
4

ject-related description; for a relational;display, the re-

later is"more.likely to be considered in terms of.its spa-
* .

tial properties, -making it function as ,an envirobiettal-

relatet. desCription. Adults haieZ%ieed shown, to adjust: their

interpretationSln just'thisway,vhen the referent of an ex7'

pression chaiged'from'an adhesive' *artier placed in relation,
r

o an inverted cup, and 'a toy animal placed in he same-pc

sition with respect to the cup ,(Bialystok, "1976) In'the

first case, the marker was described as being not the '.bc)-

to of the cu while .'the animal was "on top of the cup".

The marker referent entered into a Structural-relation with-

the cup and biased the -interpretation of the relatdi toward

the object-relatedfaescription.
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Finally, the predicate too influences the intetpreta-

tiai of the spatial Aopctsition. 'Vine linguistic featort

. 'used by adults is the use or definite or indefinite refer-.

ence as it accomPanies the spatial piedicate. The definite

article indicates that the spatial. feature intrinsid o the

object is the.intendee meaning (Clark, 1973; Olson ar
k

tok, 1983; Talays,1983; Talmo 1980; Wood, 1967). The pres-

ence of the dtfinite article transforms. the predicate from a

prepos;.tion to a noun'leth the-effect being to make spatial

descriptions containing definite articles in the predicate

essentially structulal rather than relational. While chil-
. .

dren appear'to have mastered.the definite- indefinite dis-

tinction in verbal contexts by about three years old (Brown,

1973; Dunlea, 1978; Aarmiloff-Smith,. 1976; Aacnagara, 1982;

daratsos, 14U) , it is not clear whether or not they apply

this distinction to spatial predicates to disambiguate

' plex descriptions.

In sum, the three constituents of the spatial proposi-

tion eackE9,oltributsto the meaning of the description in

cases in which a fealtu ject ise the relate and the

ft space defined by the. structure of that object conflicts with

the space defined by its location. The present study is an

examination of. the way in which children rekolve-the inher-

ent ambiguity in. terms of the cues indicated by these three

cosustirtuents4, Children and adults are.compar0 for the way
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cr
in which they locate oOects with respect to ano*berAin in-

structions containing predicates that include 'definite or

indefinite articles, for.refecents-that are either monde-
.

sctipt markers or real objects, from the point of view of
1

relata that are featured objects of differen,t kinds, The

Lypothesis is that certain objects, structural markers, and

definite articles accompanying the predicate, will increase

the incidence -of intrinsic object-related interpretations of

spatial desCriptions.

STUDY 1

Metbdd

There Were a subjects in the studi 30 female, and 30

male. Of these, 45 were nursery school children divided

into three groups of fifteen accoiding to age. The mean age

per group was 3 4 4.5 and 5.5 respectively. All children

spoke English as their first language. Adults were 15 sub-

jects ranging in age from 19 to 62. years. The distribution

of male and female subjects within "each groups was roughly

equivalent.

22.24asail§'

The apparatus consisted of.three featured 'objects to

serve as relata with clearly distinguishable tops, bottoms,

fronts, and hacks. An inanimate but Characteristically mo-

10

I rt
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bile object_ was tepresibted by a brightly coloured. toy car.

An 'animate nonhuman object was a toy cow which stood on'all

four leg's. A.human7like ob ject was" represented by a brighato,

green isuppet doll.

The referent markers consisted of a red threezdimen-
. ,

I sional free standing, star and a bright green 3/4 inch diame-

ter adhesive dots.

" The tasks included two verbal items to assess the use_

of deftniteness in linguistic referencing and 24 items to

examine the interpretations of ambiguous spatial'descrip-

tions.

The two verbal items were two stories selected fromthe

Maratsos (1976) study. The stories had both a definite and

indefinite versjon and story-definiteness pairings -were

counterbalanced. Thus, each subject was administered one'

story in the definite version and the other in the indefi-

IL

rite, comprising two stories altogetherc 1

The spatial items were created by generating all'combi-

nations of the factors referent, relatum, predicate, for two

spatial concepts, front acid top.

ProceduElg

Subjects were 'asked to listen to each verbal instruc-

tion and create the described pattern using the set of ma-

I 1
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terials given.' An example,, such.as Pat the star on top of

the car" was given. The orientation in which each of the

object relata was presented was calculated to ,maximize the

conflicting interpretations. For all questions, the 45jects

were oriented so tliA an intrinsic side of the IA ect, rath-

er than the front or the back, faced the child. ues-

,
//Pe

tions involvifig ",tops toe r and cow were positioned ly-
-00

ing on their -sides and `the dole lying on its back; for

questions revolving "fronts% these objects were positioned

upright. Responses were coded as intrinsic (object- relat-
444

ed) If the structure of the object was used to determine

`the locatiom, and extrinsic (ego'.or environment-related) ,Ar

the spatil orientation was used, and error if neither

formed the basis of the 'response.. The data for analyses

were the number of,intrinsic responses elicited by each

item.

t
Results

144,41.4

In the story test.of article use the mean score out of

1 per group was .700 for the 3 -years -olds, .80 'for the

4-year-olds and .7667 for the 5-year-olds and .833 for. the

adults. These scores show no significant differences aliong

S

age groups in the sensitiviti of definiteness as a lingais-
0,

tic marker F(3,56)
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a.

Im the spatial.placesent'task allalypes _were performed

12,

,

oa he proportionAf intrinsic responses ito-sach item -across
- m

age groups. Data from 'front' aid 'tqp' placement 'tasks 119re
../. . - .

treated separately.. -

All.subjects responded .siailarly fOr pg\lfronts place-

'eat. task. _Wit 'w exceptions the front. Of the object- was

always ifterpree by its intrinsic properties. Tbere.were

no differences in perforSance between groups for this tisk.

'A repeated seasures three-way analysis of variance-for

the tops. spat. a1 task showed Aalveffects for'pbject

A7(2,112) = 29.91, 2 <.0001, article F(1,56) = 14.33, 2<..0001

,411d marker P(1,..56) =.13.18, 2c.001 The.sean ProportiA of

intrinsic responses for 'tops' instructions by- Age I Marker
4

Article are illustrated in, Figgres and 20. The .

1

S.

3-year-aU group is the on g group which caaaitted placeaent

esrora.

Significant interactisms, ere found'tttweed age and

marker F(3,56)

and article FC3;56

5 27, 2.003, (Figure, 1) and between age

= 7.45, p<..0901 (Figure'2)".
CF.

These effects-were examined sore closely by-an analysis

of simple-effect'S With age held constant:-In this first

analysis object was significant for the 3,.4 and 5-year-olds

'but not for the adults. Using the Gre hoase-Geisser con-

Inservative F telt, which' yields adjust? agrees of freedom

significance was found for the foklowing groups: tbree
.

13
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r.

year-qlds F.t 1.84, 103.19) .=7.14, 2.001, four- year -olds

F(1184,103.19) f,..= i`.35, 2<.001 and five-year-olds

F( .84,103.191 = 11.20 2<.0001 Simple effects analysis at

ea h age groip showed aarker to be significant only fer the

five-year-Olds F(1,56) = A.51 .40001 where there were

sore intrinsic iacements with the. dots. Article was only
4 -

found to be significant for adults E(1,56 = 35.13,

2<:00601, the effect being an increase in intrinsic place-

ments for the instructions containing the definite articled

Sion

The spatial placement asks of 'float' Und-'atop' were

treated gulte differently,. 'fronts was nearly always

interpreted as intrinsic 'top' was evaluated differently

across the items

The most inf uential factor was the object itself with
"r

the car providing the nest coapelling feattres to produce

object-related responses. The doll.exerted,the least influ-

ence on eibject-related responses with the cow inducing a

moderate influence. Thus, consistent with previous research

(Clark, 1980) young,childrenos interpretations of spatial

locativqs relies most heavily on theintrinsic features of

the objects being anipulated. Theiobject relatua is most

salient.in this regard, while sensitivity to the object

referent emerges a little later. Only the five -year -olds-

14
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adjusted their interpretations when the referent marker was

changed frog a three-dpensional star to an adhesive.dote

the latter producing sore intrinsic responses,

Although 'performance on the verbal task for the, defi-
nite article vas egulvalent to- older children and adults the

too yotrfgest groups (3 and 4-ye4r oids) did note iiSe that

feature to determine appropriate placements., Thecaduit

group relied most consistently on the presence of the deli-
,

nite article to decide upon a placement that satisfies the

description given in the instruction.

Although the 5-year-olds were responding differently

from the two younger groups, their performance was still not

adult-like..
x
AcCordinglyeata second 'study was conducted to

follow these changes across the next two years.

STUDY:

Pleljagg

Sjbiects

There were 45 subjects in Study 2, 23 males and 22 fe-

males. All were attending a.public school in downtown To;

rdnto. subjects were divided into three age groups of fif-

teen according to age. tile mean age per group vas 5.6, 6.9

anda d 7.9. All subjects first language was English. ,The (Ms-

_ tribution of male and female subjects u thin each group was

roughly equivalent.
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Design ADA Procedure
.

4....

The same"mat ials and procedures used in Study 1 were

15

fr

bused again in Study'2.
4

The mean
4
score per group for tte story test of article

use, out of a possible score of one, was .700 for the
5-y -olds, .857 for the 6-year-olds and .133 for the

7-year--.olds D2,41) <1.0.

A three-way repeated measures analysis of Variunce for

the npmher of intrinsic pracements'in the 'tops' spatial:

task showed main effects only for article l(1,42) = 28.90,

<.0001. There were no rain effects for object or arker.

A gignixicaitte interaction was found between ag and arT.

ticle Z(2,42) = 7.27, 3' <..1)02 (Figure 2) .

An, analysis of simple effects was carried out4on the

interaction. irhe simple effpcts analysis for object (using

the'' Grnhouse- Geisser conservative F test with adjusted de-

grees of freedom) revealed that only the 5-year-olds ad just-
.

their proportion of intrinsic, responses according to ob-
.

ject. F(1.84,77.31)(s= 3.33,2<.04. Narker .was also found

significant only for the 5-year-olds F(I 42) = 9L48; 244.003

(figure 1) . Simple effects of artiCle found that both the

b-year-olas F(1,42) = 9.44, 2<.003i and the 7-year-olds,

F(1,42) =328.90, 2<.0001 adjusted' their response according

to article.

16
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'As wit4 Stgay, different cues were found to be rele-'
,

'went,:fof the different afies,examined. The 5-year-olds deter-
,

.

N ' ...- ,

minedtheir.Olaceints accoAtng to the object, and the mark-

er, the .6:;and'I-year"dildsi according to the presence of the

definita article in the pre4icae. Thus, it-ispot until

.b- years -old that children ase this linguistic feature in the

war,adults do to resolve spatial,athiguity, even though-

their use ofithefeature ALe verbal contexts is mastered by

3- year -bids.

General Discuss ion

The two studies whlele carried out.separaiely can bgeex-

. amined together.toprovjde,insight into, the deverapment of

sensitivity to cue deterkine spatiil locations in chil-

dren. All companen s of s e' spatial proposition appear to

contribute to its interpietat n though often at different

ages. The fora of the predicate he expression, was sig-

nificant pith 'front' producing a different type of perform-

ance then 'trop'._ In these studies. 'front' nearly always re-

sults in an intrinsic interpretation while 'tei0 was

,dependent on ether constituents of the propos/Alen.

The results of the two studies on 'top' placements in-
,

dicate three age-related strategie*. Each strategy,, is de-

17
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tersined by the-attention paid to particular pats off the

spatial' proposition. :Me first strategy being used by the

youngest children was to attend only td the paAicular ob-

ject used in the relatua. meaning was assigned to the spa-

17

tial terms on the basis of the abject to which It was being

applied. 'The. car, for example, was almost always interpret-
,

ed by its intrinsic canonical features. This-could be due to

young children'only experiencing cars in p upright orienta-

tion resulting in their always assigning fronts and "fps
,

canonically no matter what other cues say be present. Dolls

and stuffed annals are toys which childLn4an interact
4

with in an/ orientation so that the intrinsic top say be a

"less compelling orgaiizaticinal feature.

Thee second strategy observed only in the two irodps'of

5- pear -olds is an indication of sensitivity to the relation-

ship betlieen the refe'rent marker and the object spechfied
-

the relatum. The difference between structural and. rela-

tional relationship's is reflected in the childrenfs place-

ments in that structural relationships involver the intrinsic

features of the object. This strategy is sore advanced than

the previous one because it involves considering to of the

propositional constituents.

The third strategy, employed by the adult group

Study 1 and the two 'oldest groups of children in Study 2

(aged 6 and 7), was to make use of the presence of the defi-

18
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nite article. .This is the most sophisticated strategy be-

18

cause the inflgence;oflibbe form of the predicate is a subtle

..feature which overrides the other two constituents. It is
.

also the most general strategy, since it does not depend on

xertain kinds of objects for the relatum nor Certain kinds

of materials, the referent. In that sense, it is an ef-

fective'seans of dealing with the problem of ambiguity in

spatial, descriptions
S.

Decidingeon,the seaning of a spatial description in-

volves a complex evaluation of three constituents of a spa-

tial propositidn. At every stepeXhere'is the possillility

for extracting multiple just as foe-vlary display,

there is the.possibility for assigning multiple detcrip-
s

tuns. The development f.'sp4tial cognition involves not

only the growing 'ability to assign such spatial propositions

to complex displays, but also to use all the available in-
s

formation in these propositions to evaluate and interpret

complex spatial descriptions. Moreover, children must learn

these rules within the,conventions adopted by their culture.
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